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POLICY

Public Affairs Quarterly (PAQ) publishes work in all areas of practically engaged normative 
philosophy, broadly understood to include normative work on issues of public concern 
in applied moral, social, political, and legal philosophy. Topics covered by the journal 
include subjects of long-standing debate such as abortion, capital punishment, and just 
war theory; more recently emerging subjects of controversy such as climate change, af-
firmative action, commercial surrogacy, and the treatment of non-human animals; current 
topics concerning racism and sexual harassment, and to technological developments such 
as gene editing and autonomous weapons systems. Submissions that address implications 
for a cluster of issues rather than focusing on a single issue are also welcome. These topics 
could include race, sexuality, gender, social identity, nationalism, paternalism, privacy, 
distributive justice, economic fairness, political inequality, and commodification.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

The journal is published four times a year, in January, April, July, and October. The 
subscription price for institutions in 2021 is $353 for print only or electronic only or 
$397 for print and electronic. For individuals, it is $60 for print only. Single issues are 
$90 for institutions and $40 for individuals. For postage to Canada or Mexico, add $10; 
for all other international mailing, add $35. All correspondence regarding subscriptions, 
renewals, back orders, and related matters regarding the distribution of the journal should  
be addressed to: Journals Department, University of Illinois Press, 1325 S. Oak St., Cham-
paign, IL 61820; phone: 866-244-0626 (toll free), or 217-244-0626; fax: 217-244-8082;  
e-mail: journals@uillinois.edu; www.press.uillinois.edu.
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POSTMASTER

Send change of address to the University of Illinois Press, 1325 S. Oak Street, Champaign, 
IL 61820–6903.

COPYRIGHT

While the journal holds the copyright on materials published in its pages, it routinely 
accords contributors permission to reprint in books or anthologies authored or coauthored 
by themselves. All other requests to reprint should be addressed to the University of Illinois 
Press.

MANUSCRIPTS

Public Affairs Quarterly welcomes the submission of articles in English on current issues in 
social and political philosophy. Only self-sufficient essays will be published, not news items, 
book reviews, critical responses, or “discussion notes” (short or long). All articles should be 
submitted in Microsoft Word format and should be double-spaced and prepared for blind 
review. The journal prefers manuscripts of 4,000–10,000 words in length but articles outside 
these limits may still be considered. All submissions that pass an initial editorial review are 
peer-reviewed. Public Affairs Quarterly follows the Chicago Manual of Style, 17th edition, 
and requires endnotes plus a bibliography. Endnotes should be used for discursive material 
and to expand discussions, and citations in endnotes should be short form citations that 
correspond to a full reference entry. Please prepare your article for anonymous review and 
submit it here: http://www.press.uillinois.edu/journals/paq/paqsubmissions.html.
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